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Abstract—Methods of optimizing a single trajectory are mature enough for planning in many applications. Yet such optimization methods applied to high Degree-Of-Freedom robots either consume too much time to be real-time or approximate the dynamics such that they lack physical consistency. In this paper, we present a method of precomputing optimized trajectories and compressing the information to get a compact representation of the optimal policy function. By varying the initial configuration of a robot and optimizing multiple trajectories, the controller gains knowledge about the optimal policy function. Such computation can be performed on a powerful workstation or even supercomputers instead of an on-board computer of the robot. The precomputed optimal trajectories are stored in a Single-hidden Layer Feedforward neural Network (SLFN) using Optimally Pruned Extreme Learning Machine (OP-ELM). This ensures minimal representation of the model and fast evaluation of the SLFN. We first explain our method using a simple time-optimal control problem with an analytical solution. We then demonstrate how this method can work even for high dimensional state by optimizing a foothold strategy of a full quadruped robot in simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Typical robotic learning algorithms obtain a control policy for a specific task represented by a set of parameters. These parameters can be elements in a look-up table that map states into actions, e.g. Q-learning [1], or numbers that approximates a controller, e.g. spline parameters. There is always a trade-off in parameterization. The more general and less approximated the parameterization is, the higher the number of parameters becomes. As the number of parameters increases, storing and sometimes even evaluating the policy function becomes problematic.

The common goal of typical robotic learning algorithms is to find the optimal parameter set from a given parameterization. Our previous work on parameter optimization [2] has shown that parameterized control policies can be optimized with a limited number of rollouts even when we do not have an analytical solution of the gradient. Policy gradient methods [3], sampling based methods [4] and other numerous methods are designed to find policy parameters.

However, to generate a general state-to-action mapping for a high dimensional system, optimizing the mapping using ‘trial and error’ basis has limitations due to the fact that a single trajectory (i.e. one episode) only visits a very small part of the state space. To address this issue, methods of learning a policy based on optimized trajectories have been suggested [5], [6]. These methods accumulate multiple optimized trajectories and learn the mapping using a supervised learning algorithm.

The method proposed in the paper differs from them in a few aspects. To learn a high dimensional policy, we have to obtain an appropriate subset of the state space that is likely to be visited. In many cases, the robot will visit only a small fraction of it. Our method explores the state space by disturbances. Along optimized trajectories, we disturb the state and/or action to create a set of new initial conditions and the system is deterministic thereafter. By bounding the disturbance, we can conveniently define the region of interest. After necessary post-processing, we obtain a training data that evenly covers the region of interest. Here we do not model the distribution of the action/state as presented in [6] since the disturbances we are interested in robotics is generally due to external causes (i.e. kicking a robot, stepping on an unexpected object, etc). We cannot model the distribution of such disturbances easily. In stead, we define the region of interest and uniform distribution of state within in. This assumption also completely decouples regression from trajectory optimization such that we do not have to solve them iteratively.

Our method optimizes the parameters as well as the underlying parameterization. Optimizing a parameterization means that we find an approximation of the policy function with a low memory requirement and fast evaluation time of the function. A simple parameterization of a policy function such as locally weighted regression, e.g. [7], requires the number of parameters exponential to the dimension of the state. A good parameterization method can bypass this problem by exploiting the underlying structure of the optimal policy function.

We approximate the optimal control policy using Single-hidden Layer Feedforward neural Network (SLFN) and minimize the size of the model using Optimally Pruned Extreme Learning Machine (OP-ELM) [8]. OP-ELM is based on Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [9] and Multi-Response Sparse Regression (MRSR) [10]. ELM converts a non-linear regression problem to a linear problem by randomly sampling all the variables except the hidden node weights. Following ELM, MRSR chooses a subset of the hidden nodes that best predicts the target variables. MRSR is a multi-variable version of Least Angle Regression [11].

To demonstrate our method, we first optimize a control strategy of a simple time-optimal problem. Then we apply the same method for optimization of foothold selection policy for a full quadruped robot with 18 Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOF) and compare it to the commonly used Inverted
Pendulum (IP) -based model. The resulting controller is a direct mapping from state to the desired foothold for each foot.

II. METHOD

Since this section refers to works from different research areas, different words might convey the same meaning.¹

A. Problem Definition

The dynamical system with state \( x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^d \), control input \( u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m \) (\( m \leq d \)) has the form

\[
\dot{x}(t) = f(x(t), u(t)), \quad x(0) = x_0, \tag{1}
\]

where \( f \) is an arbitrary nonlinear time independent function.

We define the control input as \( u(x(t), a(t)) \) where \( a \in A \subset \mathbb{R}^n \) is reduced to as action. \( a^* \) is the optimal action that minimizes the expected value of a cost function \( J \), which is defined over a finite time horizon \( [0, t_c] \) as

\[
J = E[h(x(t_c))] + \int_0^{t_c} g(x(t), u(x(t), a(t)), C) dt. \tag{2}
\]

\( h \) is a terminal cost and \( g \) is a cumulative cost. \( u \) is a control input and \( C \) is a higher level command to the controller. For example, \( a \) can be a reference trajectory of a joint position and \( u \) can be a set of joint torques commanded to the motors to follow that trajectory. \( C \) is the command or task variable which can be either a command from a different controller or a command from a human operator. It is important to note that we consider \( J \) as a function of \( C \). In case the robot cannot follow the command from the human perfectly, it should balance the degree of violation of the command and the rest of the cost function. For this reason, we define the command as a soft constraint.

Due to the presence of \( C \), our optimal action is no longer defined by the state \( x \) only. To avoid a confusion, we introduce another variable \( X = [x^T, C^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^d \). The optimal action is now a function of \( X \) only.

In existing optimal control methods, the goal is to find an optimal policy \( \pi^*: X \to a^* \). Our goal is to find \( \pi^!: X \to a^! \) which satisfies

\[
\pi^! = \arg \min_{\pi} \int_x \Delta a^T M \Delta a \; dx, \\
\Delta a = a(X|\pi*) - a(X|\pi), \tag{3}
\]

subject to \( S < \tau_S \)

where \( S \) is the size of the memory required to store the policy and \( \tau_S \) is the threshold for memory size. \( M \) is a positive definite constant metric tensor that defines distance in the action space.

It is most likely we cannot express \( a(X|\pi*) \) with common elementary functions. If we can, it is probably due to the fact that \( a(X|\pi*) \) has an analytical solution. We want to express \( a(X|\pi*) \) with high accuracy in a limited memory space.

B. Approximation of the Reconstruction Error

Evaluation of \( \Delta a \) requires \( a(X|\pi*) \) which is not available in our problems. We approximate this quantity using optimal trajectories. It is easier to find \( a_k^*(t) \), which is the optimal action sequence from a given initial condition \( X(0) = X_k \) and \( 0 < t < t_f \). There exists many methods of optimizing a single trajectory [12]. These methods give us pairs of \( a_k^*(t) \) and \( X_k^*(t) \) which satisfies \( a_k^*(t) \approx a(X(t)|\pi*) \). Then we numerically approximate the minimization in (3) as

\[
\pi^! \approx \tilde{\pi}^! \equiv \arg \min_{\pi} \sum_L \epsilon^T Me, \\
\epsilon = a_k^*(t) - a(X(t)|\pi), \tag{4}
\]

subject to \( S < \tau_S \),

where \( L \) is a subset of \( D = \{ (X_k^*(t), a_k^*(t)) \mid k \in K, 0 < t < t_f \} \) and \( K \) is a set of initial conditions where we obtain optimal trajectories. In order for \( \pi^! \) to be a good numerical approximation of \( \pi^! \), at least in the region of interest, we need training points uniformly distributed over either \( \mathbb{X}_k \) or the region of interest. It is likely that the points are densely located near a certain manifold (e.g. limit cycle). Therefore, using \( D \) directly for learning the mapping will likely result in unsatisfactory results. Assuming sufficiency of training points, we sparsify the data by rejecting one of two points that are closer than a given threshold. We use Mahalanobis metric to define the distance of two points.

If the dimension of the state space is low, we can subsample \( K \) to get a low-discrepancy set in \( \mathbb{X}_k \). However, if that is not the case, it might be too time-consuming to do so. Alternatively, we define a disturbance space \( O = E \times A \), where \( E \) is a space of possible external disturbances and the symbol \( \times \) represents a Cartesian product. We sample a disturbance \( o \in O \) and apply it to already optimized trajectories to get new initial conditions. Here we make an assumption that the state can be disturbed only by external disturbances and mistakes in commanding actions. This method is simplified for systems with a unique optimal limit cycle (e.g. legged locomotion on a flat terrain) since all trajectories will approach to the limit cycle.

C. Policy Representation

In this work, we choose SLFN to store our policy. The structure of our SLFN can be mathematically modeled as

\[
a_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_{ij} z_i (w_i x + b_i), \tag{5}
\]

where \( \beta_{ij} \) is the connection weight between \( i^{th} \) hidden node and \( j^{th} \) output layer, \( w_{ij} = [w_{i1}, w_{i2}, ..., w_{id}] \) is the connection weights between input layer and \( i^{th} \) hidden node and \( z_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) hidden node. Following the SLFN format, we can redefine the problem as minimizing the reconstruction error of SLFN with a given number of hidden layer nodes.

D. Optimization of SLFN

Suppose that we have obtained some of the optimal actions \( a_k^*(t) \) and their corresponding states \( X_k^*(t) \), MRSR [10] first
normalizes $a_i^*(t)$ and $X_i^*(t)$ to unit normal distributions. Then, given a pool of the hidden layer kernel $G$, MRSR sequentially selects an kernel from $G$ and adds it to a SLFN, which is initialized to zero hidden node. The added kernel is the one which has the highest sum of absolute correlation with the residuals from the previous SLFN prediction. Consequently, if we stop the algorithm at $p^{th}$ step, we obtain a smaller pool of kernels $H \subset G$ with $|H| = p$ that accurately predicts the action. The expression $|H|$ represents the cardinality of $H$.

To obtain $G$, we sample $w$, $b$ and types of $z$. For this step, we are free to use a different regression model. However, as Miche et al. [8] suggested, SLFN structure can successfully reconstruct many different types of functions.

We dropped the Leave-One-Out validation method of OP-ELM since we have a fixed memory size and it is computationally expensive to rank the whole $G$. This modification leads to a larger $G$ and consequently a lower average reconstruction error for the same number of kernels. Overfitting is generally not a problem since $|D| \gg |H|$ but we check the quality of the regressor with a separate training set.

III. DEMONSTRATION WITH A SIMPLE TASK

To illustrate our method, we introduce a simple problem. We want to find time-optimal control of

$$\begin{align}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_2 + u_1, \quad \dot{x}_2 = u_2 \\
x_1(T) &= x_2(T) = 0 \\
U &= \{(u_1, u_2), u_1^2 + u_2^2 \leq 1\}.
\end{align}$$

(6)

This problem was originally introduced by Pontryagin et al. [13] and the numerical solution is described in [14]. We want to find the time-optimal trajectory and its corresponding action trajectory. Problem (6) can be converted to boundary value problem using Pontryagin’s minimum principle as,

$$\begin{align}
\dot{x}_1 &= x_5(x_2 + \frac{x_3}{\sqrt{x_3^2 + x_4^2}}), \\
\dot{x}_2 &= x_5\frac{x_4}{\sqrt{x_3^2 + x_4^2}},
\end{align}$$

(7)

$$\begin{align}
\dot{p}_1 &= 0, \quad \dot{p}_2 = -x_5x_3, \quad \dot{x}_5 = 0, \\
x_1(1) &= 0, \quad x_2(1) = 0, \quad x_3(1)^2 + x_4(1)^2 = 1,
\end{align}$$

By solving the converted problem with a given initial condition, we obtained the sequence of actions as

$$\begin{align}
u_1 &= \frac{x_4}{\sqrt{x_3^2 + x_4^2}}, \quad u_2 = \frac{x_4}{\sqrt{x_3^2 + x_4^2}}.
\end{align}$$

(8)

We generated 1,000 trajectories by solving this boundary value problems with initial condition for both $x_1$ and $x_2$ (i.e. $K$) sampled from $U(-2.0, 2.0)$, which is a continuous uniform distribution in the given interval. Note that these trajectories are numerically optimized even though they are very close to the true optimal solution due to the simplicity of the problem.

We extract about 10,000 state-action pairs (i.e. $L$) from all the trajectories and sample 20,000 random kernels consists of linear, sigmoid and Gaussian kernels for regression. We additionally generate 100 trajectories with random initial states and extract about 1,000 state-action pairs as a testing set. Using MRSR, we choose the best 300 kernels which results in 0.08 error from the testing set. Higher number of kernels resulted in lower testing error but we picked a reasonable number to demonstrate low memory requirement of our method. We will call this policy $\pi_{ELM}$. We simulate the system with 5 different initial points sampled from $U(-1.5, 1.5)$ and with both policies. We also find the optimal trajectory obtained from boundary value problem solver, $bvp4C$ function in MATLAB. Even though this trajectory is not the true optimum due to the fact that it is a numerical solution, it is very close to the true optimum and we call it an optimal trajectory for simplicity. Since none of the methods can reach the final point perfectly, we terminate the simulation if $||x|| < 0.01$ or $t > 5.0$.

We also tested a common method which is modeling the system as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and solving it by Value Iteration (VI). To model the system as MDP, we need to convert it to a discrete system with bounded state. We build the discrete set of states $S$, discrete set of possible actions $A$, the transition matrix $T$ and the transition cost $R$. We force bounding of the states simply by projecting it to the surface when it is outside the state bounds, $(-2.0, 2.0)$. We used discretization level $n = 85$, which means that there are $85 \times 85$ discrete states and $85 \times 85$ possible actions. We obtain discrete mapping $\pi_{MDP}^*$ using value iteration and linearly interpolate it for control.

The summary of the result can be found in Tab. I and Fig. 1. Note that none of the trajectories from MDP approached the terminal state close enough to terminate. $\pi_{ELM}$ generates much better solutions with less memory space. The biggest problem of MDP is the discretization of the system dynamics. The value function is formed by small groups in where the cost-to-go’s are the same. Consequently, the controller simply finds the first one it sees as the optimal
Fig. 2: StarlETH model responds to an Impulse ($I_x = 20, I_y = 15 \text{ kgm/s}$) following a command ($v_x = 0.6 \text{ m/s}, \omega_z = 0.0 \text{ rad/s}$) with optimized footholds (Top) and with IP based controller (Bottom). Red arrows represent the ground reaction forces.

TABLE I: Quality of Trajectories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N. to store</th>
<th>Avg. time taken</th>
<th>Avg. time to compute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>1.047 s</td>
<td>0.005 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP</td>
<td>14,450</td>
<td>5.9 s</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.990 s</td>
<td>0.52 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

control and becomes biased to one direction. Such weakness is manifested in the trajectory in Fig. 1. This problem can be solved with much finer discretization level but $n = 85$ case already takes too long to be practical. Note that the size of the transition matrix $T$ is already $2 \times 85^2$. We only have two rows since the system is deterministic and we only store the indices of the states. Computation time to build a SLFN takes a couple of minutes including the generation of optimal trajectories whereas the computation time to solve MDP with VI is several hours. Computation time to evaluate the SLFN is two magnitudes lower than generating an optimal trajectory for this particular problem but the gap is generally bigger for high dimensional systems.

IV. DEMONSTRATION WITH A HIGH DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM

In this section, we will show an example of optimization of foothold strategy of a quadruped robot. The system we have chosen is a model of StarlETH [15]. StarlETH has 4 legs and 3 actuators per leg forming hip abduction/adduction (HAA), hip flexion/extension (HFE), and knee flexion/extension (KFE) joints. It is about 25 kg in weight and 60 cm in height.

The human operator gives a velocity command to the robot $C = [v_x, \omega_z]$ which is a set of heading velocity and turning rate. The robot should learn how to follow the command from the human and decide where to step while considering its current state. In this way, the controller can also work with a high level planner which plans the global path of the robot.

Our work will be built on top of a locomotion controller described in [16]. The controller decides where to step using an IP model which is a standard model in legged robot control [17], [18]. The parameters of the IP model is hand tuned to work the best for StarlETH. Our goal is to develop a new foot placement strategy that is more robust in disturbance.

The gait chosen for this task is walking trot. The gait pattern generation defines the contact timing and virtual model controller [19] stabilizes the torso.

All the simulations for optimization and testing are performed in MULE [20] and ODE [21] environment. In this work, MULE is used for optimization mainly due to its speed and accuracy in dynamics and ODE is used for validating the final controller.

A. Task

The task of a single trajectory optimization is to trot for 5.0 seconds while maintaining stable torso height and orientation. The cost function which can be written as

$$J = \sum_{0 \leq i \leq N_c} w_i C_i(\theta, q, \dot{q}, \tau, C).$$

It consists of four different cumulative costs which are energy consumption, control command violation, height instability and orientation instability. There are also three limit costs that penalize the violation of the hard limits joint position, joint velocity and power output. These costs are acting as constraints to guide the optimizer to a feasible solution. Lastly, there is one failure cost which penalizes the robot falling.

B. Optimization of Individual Trajectories

We use the optimization framework used in [22]. The framework is rollout-based and requires many forward simulation of the dynamics. Currently it is running on four cores of an Intel i7-3740QM and the total optimization time is 3 days.

Generating a good set of initial condition $K$ is very important for the final result. Since the dimensionality of $O$ is very large and our computation power is limited, we picked impulses on the main body as our disturbances. The intuition is from the IP-based controllers, which only considers the main body velocity and still shows a great performance
in many robots. We apply $-20 < I_x < 20$ kgm/s and $0 < I_y < 15$ kgm/s randomly where $x$ is the heading axis and $y$ is the lateral axis. Note that we apply only positive impulses in $y$ axis since the robot is symmetric but both negative and positive impulses in $x$ axis since the robot is only running forward in the training. This is not the only correct combination but a correct combination is important not to have a redundant data set.

We use the symmetry of the robot to speed up the training. The optimized footholds for all four feet can be transferred to all other feet by changing the coordinate system of $x$ and $a$. Consequently, we only have to train one model.

For optimizing such a highly unstable system, it is important to have a good initial policy. We will set the initial policy using IP-based controller which is known to be stable in most cases. We then optimize the correction vector to the IP-based controller.

Starting from no impulse case, we gradually increase the magnitude of the impulse. To speed up the convergence, we get the initial guess of the optimal footholds by averaging previously optimized footholds with similar impulse cases. Therefore, computation time is sub-linear to the number of trajectories. Optimization of one of the impulse cases is depicted in Fig. 2. The optimized policy on the top is able to avoid falling whereas the IP-based controller cannot.

Figure 3 shows scatter plot of the obtained data projected on a 2D plane formed by $y$-component of the torso velocity and $y$-component of the foothold position. It can be clearly observed that these two variables are highly correlated. This result shows the same trend as in IP-based controller when the yaw rate of the torso is zero. However, by varying the yaw rate, we can obtain very dramatic change in the action. This shows that our policy incorporates the effect of all variables.

### C. Building $\pi^*$

The last step of our method is compressing the previously optimized actions. 880 different trajectories were used to extract a set of 60,000 state-to-action tuples $L$.

We assume that the state of the stance legs are well described by the body states due to the fact that the robot operates relatively close to the limit cycle. Therefore, we simplified the leg states to the swing phase. The human operator is commanding velocities in body frame so there are only nine relevant states from the main body, namely six velocities and three positions (height, roll and pitch). Including the command $C = [v_x, \omega_z]$, and the gait phase in $X$, we get $X \in \mathbb{R}^{12}$. The action we get is the location of the desired foothold relative to the hip, which gives us $\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^2$.

It is also possible to model each axes of $\alpha$ separately but it will results in a bigger model. By having a single model, many of the hidden nodes are reused for different variables.

OP-ELM requires predefined kernel types. We use linear and sigmoid kernels for this problem. Gaussian, trigonometric and polynomial kernels are all good choices in general due to their simplicity and low cost of computation. We sample 30,000 kernels that best fit to the testing set. We obtain testing set by optimizing 100 trajectories with initial condition generated with random impulses. The average reconstruction error from the testing set with 1,000 kernels is 7 mm.

### D. Result and Discussion

The resulting SLFN is stored in a single XML file which takes less than 600 kB. Evaluation time of SLFN is around $68 \mu s$ on one core of an Intel i7-3740QM.

The resulting controller reads the continuous velocity command of $\mathbf{x}_{com} = [v_x, \omega_z]$ from an operator and state $\mathbf{x}_{init}$ from the robot and outputs a foothold for each foot accordingly. We first tested our controller with a joystick command while the robot is free to move. Fig 4 shows how the controller responds when it is disturbed with a 4 kg ball thrown at 6 m/s while following velocity command of $v_x = 0.4$ m/s and $\omega_z = 0.25$ rad/s. The related video demonstration can be found at: http://youtu.be/9h17wxgaIM

More quantitative analysis is done with impulses. We test our controller and the IP-based controller for 1,000 randomly sampled disturbances and measured the failure rate (torso hitting the ground) and the average cost for the successful cases for both controllers. The disturbances are sampled in a uniform distribution as $I_x \sim U(-20, 20)$ and $I_y \sim U(0, 15)$ in a unit of kgm/s. We also randomly sample the impact timing to make sure that we measure the robustness for the entire gait cycle. The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 5. The optimized controller fail only 19.1 % of the time whereas the IP-based controller fail 29.3 %. The average costs for successful cases are 905.0 and 1202.2 respectively.

### V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a method of compressing optimized trajectories in a form of direct mapping from states to action. Since
this method allows to precompute the optimal trajectories, more computational power and time were available. This allowed us to use more accurate model for optimization which was not possible for controllers that run in real time on real robots. To overcome "the Curse of dimensionality" of the current policy representation methods, we employed OP-ELM to learn and compress the policy. The resulting mapping from states to action is compact and can be evaluated in very short time. We first demonstrated our method with a simple time-optimal control problem. It worked almost as well as the optimum trajectories with very little computation time. Our method also successfully built a controller that outputs desired foothold locations for a high DoF quadruped robot. The resulting controller file was less than 600 kB in XML format and its computational cost was also very low.

We are planning to work on building more memory efficient and parallelizable algorithm to regress the function. We will also investigate on building the whole robot control using our method.
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